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Accounting Matters Column

By Forrest Frazier, CPA, and Jessica Dill, CIA

Healthcare Construction Audits: Keep 
Projects—and Organizations—on Track

The pace of healthcare including 
hospital construction and renovation 
continues to rise at a staggering rate, 
despite the economic slowdown. Rapid 
advances in medical technologies, an 
aging Baby Boomer population with 
increasing healthcare demands, and 
evolving expectations regarding patient 
comfort and luxury all have contributed 
to the construction and renovation 
surge. By 2010, annual spending on 
healthcare construction is projected to 
reach $60 billion (Healthcare Financial 
Management, Feb. 2008). 

The material impact these capital 
expenditures have on an organization’s 
financial statements, as well as growing 
scrutiny of corporate accountability 
and transparency, have necessitated 
a more thorough control process over 
construction costs—accomplished by 
construction audits. These audits can 
assist organizations in controlling costs, 
preventing overruns and ensuring that 
these projects—and their organizations—
stay on track. 

Why Perform Construction Audits?

It goes without saying that no 
organization wants to read in the media 
about its construction woes involving 
budget overruns, wasteful spending or, 
worst of all, fraud. But as recent headlines 
can attest, some of these stories inevitably 
become newsworthy when information 
comes out about failed project 
management. The bad public relations 
can wreak havoc on the organization’s 
morale and, more importantly, its all-
important reputation. With so much on 
the line, construction audits have become 
a growing priority.

Renovations and new construction 
represent huge, prominent costs for 
organizations. These already large 
expenditures can become exponentially 

more expensive if effective controls and 
processes are not in place to manage costs, 
budgets, reporting, and project time lines. 
Effective construction audits can help 
mitigate the financial, operational and 
governance risks of major construction 
projects. Contemporaneous audits can 
drive accountability of the projects 
and save the organization hundreds of 
thousands, if not millions in avoided 
costs. 

“Today more than ever, changes in 
medical technology, how and where 
we deliver care and the quality of our 
facilities dictate significant capital 
outlays. New buildings, renovations 
and expansions are expensive and could 
negatively impact revenue streams if 
not properly coordinated with facility 
operations. Operational, contractual and 
financial auditing of such projects reflects 
good internal control and sound business 
sense,” comments Mark J. Eddy, vice 
president of internal audit, Columbia/
HCA Healthcare Corporation.

Mitigating Risks at Your 
Organization
In simple terms, a construction audit is 
like going to a restaurant with a large 
group, and then reviewing the tab at 
the end of the meal to ensure that the 
charges reflected are correct. Were you 
billed for more entrées than there are 
people present at the dinner? Were you 
charged for a dessert no one ordered? 
If someone changed his order, does the 
bill reflect the right entrée and related 
pricing? Is gratuity included already or 
is it additional? Even with a hefty bill, 

no one wants to pay for things they did 
not knowingly order. A construction 
audit, similarly, identifies issues on a 
real-time basis, including project overruns 
and change orders, billing errors and 
accounting irregularities. 

Construction audits are intended to 
determine how well the goals and 
objectives of the construction project are 
being achieved by looking at various 
items, which may include incurred 
costs of labor, materials and equipment; 
contract terms; funding requirements; 
reimbursable expenses; competitive 
bidding practices; change controls; 
policies and procedures; the effectiveness 
of reporting; and other key issues.

One important focus is on the processes 
in place to prevent excess costs and 
manage the overall project. Since 
most organizations undertake major 
construction projects infrequently—
typically less than once every few 
years—they may not have defined 
processes in place for managing 

construction projects. If the financial or 
project oversight is not sufficient, projects 
may quickly exceed budgets and time 
lines. Performance risks in dealing with 
contractors, subcontractors, and fraud 
also are potential issues. If the entity 
is funded with taxpayer dollars, this 
brings an additional set of concerns to 
ensure spending donor or taxpayer funds 
generates appropriate public value.

Billing errors also are a big concern. 
Reports from internal audit directors 
frequently involve the inappropriate 
billing they have found from their 

By 2010, annual spending on healthcare construction is 
projected to reach $60 billion.
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contractors. Examples of these include 
charging more than the stated price 
(upcharging) or billing twice for a 
service provided. As part of billing, 
the change order process typically is 
carefully evaluated, as this is a key area 
for price overruns. Whether these errors 
are fraudulent billing, simple errors 
or carelessness, a good internal audit 
examines billing and other aspects of the 
construction project to ensure they are 
appropriate. 

Identifying accounting irregularities is 
another key focus. Since there is specific 
accounting guidance that applies to 
construction, a construction audit can 
help spot trouble areas. If these trouble 
areas are not addressed promptly, they 
can lead to errors in the company’s 
financial statements and may even 
necessitate restatement, which no 
organization wants. The internal auditor 
should be familiar with accounting 
matters specific to construction, including 
capitalizing all applicable asset costs, 
including architect and attorney fees and 
other identifiable costs associated with 
the construction project; determining 
proper componentization to ensure 
accurate assignment of useful lives; 
and capitalizing interest expense and 
offsetting interest income on assets 
designated for construction funding, as 
required by SFAS 62.

Tax issues, as well as opportunities, may 
also be uncovered during a construction 
audit. Sales taxes are often buried in 

subcontractor invoices and may be 
avoided by tax-exempt health care 
organizations. For taxable organizations, 
separation of specific components of 
the construction project may provide 
opportunities for favorable depreciation.

Performing a Construction Audit 

A construction audit typically takes place 
in either the beginning or, more often, 
in the middle of a project. If the audit 
finds issues in a project with multiple 
phases, the organization may choose to 
conduct an audit during various phases to 
make sure any issues found are properly 
remediated going forward. If an internal 
audit takes place at the beginning, the 
majority of spending has not yet taken 
place, but the audit can look at vendors 
early-on to ensure that the contract has 
been bid competitively and that initial 
procedures related to cost collection and 
payment are working.

With the sizeable spending involved 
in healthcare construction projects, 
rising costs, tighter budgets and 

heightened focus on transparency and 
good governance, it is no surprise that 
construction audits have become an 
increasing priority. Construction audits 
can help make sure those projects—and 
their costs, time lines, reporting and 
processes—are effectively managed from 
start to finish. Effective construction 
audits not only have the potential to save 
organizations money, but also to protect 
their prized reputations. 

Mitigating Risks at Your 
Organization: Questions to Ask 

How comfortable are you that •	
the dollars your organization is 
spending on construction projects is 
appropriate and that you are getting 
what you paid for?

If you have an internal audit •	
department, are they doing periodic 
audits of construction projects?

What steps is your internal audit •	
department taking to assess 
the effectiveness of processes 
and controls and determine 
that accounting treatment is 
appropriate?

Does your internal audit department •	
have the specialized skills to 
effectively audit this area? Are they 
familiar with accounting guidance for 
construction projects?

Do internal auditors have enough •	
bandwidth to focus on a construction 
audit? NP
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The change order 
process typically is 
carefully evaluated, 
as this is a key area 
for price overruns.

Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday, lying in hospitals dying of nothing.
~ Redd Foxx


